Abstract. The current subspace-based blind channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM system has the problems of high complexity due to matrix decomposition. In this paper, we proposed an improved subspace-based channel estimation algorithm, which is based on the method of the permutations and combinations on the transceiver signal. To reduce the complexity of singular value decomposition, this article put forward the idea of iterative instead. Theoretical analysis and simulation results showed that this algorithm could decrease the complexity compared with the traditional subspace algorithms in ensuring the accuracy and the converge.
Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a popular transmission technique in wireless communication systems due to its advantages of high transmitted data rate and high spectrum efficiency. In an MIMO-OFDM system, channel estimation is the base of the signal synchronization and coherent demodulation, and also an important factor in determining the accuracy, sensitivity, and capacity of the system. In current, the channel estimation method for MIMO-OFDM system is mainly concentrated in two areas: First is the pilot-based estimation method. The main idea of these methods is that the sender transmits a pilot or training sequence, the receiver estimate the channel matrix based on the received pilot or training sequence. The advantage of these methods is that the estimated channel matrix is more accurate, and can estimate continuously. The typical methods are LS, MMSE and LMMSE estimation algorithm; the second is blind channel estimation method for MIMO-OFDM system. The main idea of these methods is based on some characteristics of the transmission signal itself, they do not need any pilot or training sequence. A typical blind channel estimation method is subspace-based blind channel estimation or STC(Space-Time Coding)-based method, these methods can greatly reduce the spectrum, and thus become the focus of current research in the field of channel estimation.
In the year of 2003,Roy.S, the PhD of the University of California gives an estimation method based on the virtual subcarriers of the OFDM system [1] , the method has strong robustness, it can be used in the no cyclic prefix system, but its computational complexity is too high; Borching Su, gives a new blind channel estimation algorithm based on noise subspace, compared to the traditional subspace algorithm, the new algorithm has greatly improved the accuracy and convergence, but this algorithm is only used for the SISO-OFDM system, the robustness is poor [3] . Kim .J .G et al proposed a blind channel estimation method based on the cyclic prefix of the signal, for an improved method without the need for continuous excitation. It can achieve better performance, but this method was applied only in SISO-OFDM system [6] . There are some subspace-based blind channel estimation algorithms based on reorganization of the time-domain signal, these methods can achieve better system accuracy and perform with fast convergence, but have high complexity [2, 4, 5] .
In summary, the subspace-based blind channel estimation methods have become the main methods of MIMO-OFDM system channel estimation with saving resource conservation and having high accuracy without sending and receiving pilots. However, the existing subspace-based blind channel estimation algorithm have the advantages of slow convergence, high complexity and poor robustness, this paper presents a quick convergence of low complexity channel estimation algorithm to overcome these.
Subspace-Based Blind Estimation Model
MIMO-OFDM system combines the advantages of the technoleges of MIMO and OFDM,its model as Fig.1 : 
The nth OFDM signal of all transmission antennas is represented as
After the modulation, the OFDM data is represented as
The nth transmision OFDM signal is expressed as:
The corresponding received signal at the receiving can be expressed
Since the tap coefficient of the lth path for channel matrix is expressed as
 , in order to facilitate the calculation, it may be L P  , so the channel matrix being estimated is represented as
Define the channel matrix, which was expressed as follows:
We extend the channel matrix with the type of Toeplitz, m is defined as the Toeplitz matrix
Suppose consecutively received m OFDM symbols, which was expressed as follows:
permutations and combinations for the OFDM symbols in the receiver and sender signals, we can achieve the relationship of (13): 
It can be seen from (13), through permutations and combinations, the transmission signal rank changes from 1 to ! m , and the rank of the receiver matrix increase 
QN m A  (14)
J is the number of persistent excitation,and J m  . If the expansion coefficient of the channel matrix is 1, then the algorithm rollback to the traditional space algorithm. Subspace-based channel estimation is based on the SVD decomposition for the received signal autocorrelation matrix to obtain the signal subspace and noise subspace, V is constructed by the noise subspace matrix, with the orthogonality between the signal subspace and noise subspace,we construct the cost function below:
We will get the final estimation of the channel matrix based on the cost function.
Fast Blind Channel Estimation Of Low Complexity
Based on the analysis above, this subspace based channel estimation algorithm can convergence qukickly,but it is too complex.The complexity of the traditional subspace methods focused on the SVD decomposition of the received signal, and showed an increase First, assuming ( ) n  have no change over time in the whole process,then carry out QR 
Simulation And Performance Analysis
In order to validate the performance of the algorithm, the paper make some simulation on the effectiveness of the algorithm and convergence speed, simulation environment is as follows: set the number of transmission antennas Fig.2 shows that, 1 m  have a poor performance or failed in a relatively small amount of data, it is because the number of the received data block is too small that cannot meet the convergence condition of the original algorithm; 2 m  represents convergence speed curve of the algorithm, it can be seen from the Fig.3 , when the amount of data is small, this paper can achieve the estimation results and fast convergence by increasing the channel matrix expansion coefficients.And the bigger the channel matrix expansion coefficient, the higher utilization of information, and thus the faster convergence speed. But when expansion coefficient increases to a certain extent, NMSE decline with SNR advantage is not obvious, then the estimated result of the algorithm to stabilize.
Simulation 2: the comparison of NMSE before and after the simplification Fig. 3 the comparison of NMSE before and after the simplification Fig.3 simulation results show that when the received data block is small, the simplification algorithm perform poor, channel estimation fails. With the increase in the number of the received data block, the simplification algorithm is better than the original SVD method; when the number of the received data block increases to a certain amount,the performance improves basically stabilized,so with the same condition,QR and Schmidt perform better than SVD.
Summary
Acconding to the analysis of the MIMO-OFDM system model, we improved a fast blind channel estimation algorithm based on permutations and combinations ,which convergence quickly, but also a corresponding increase in computational complexity, to reduce the complexity of singular value decomposition,this article put forward the idea of iterative instead.Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that, compared with the traditional subspace algorithms, this algorithm have a strong advantage in complexity under the same convergence speed.
